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GUNNERY- TRAINING APPARATUS 

‘Fred Waller-,1 Huntington, N. Y.,'Willis Robert 
‘Dressen-Long HilLComL, and Robert R. Swain, 
"Huntington, N. Y.-, assignors to The Vitarama 
" Corporation,»Long'ilslandé City, N. Y., a corpo 

' '- ration of New ‘York 

Application May 20, 1944,‘v Serial No. 536579 
(area-25) ' 17 Claims. 

1 
This invention relates ‘to gunnery training ap 

paratus 0f the type which has come to’be identi?ed 
by the services 'using'it asthe- "Waller trainer," 
the same being’? disclosed in ‘» the copendin'g'ap 
plication of Fred WallerjWillisRobert Dresser 
and Henry Martyn “Baker; SerialT‘No.T'415,374, 
?led October 17, 1941 now-‘Patent No. 2,406,574, 
and assigned to- theassignee of the present ap 
plication.‘ This trainer uses ' picture “film to 
project target images‘ upon 9a‘ screen and uses 
control ?lm tolregisterthe gunner’s accuracy of 
aim and to produce variou'siotherdesired effects. 
The present apparatus is designed to prepare or 
“edit” the control‘ ?lm ‘used in the-trainer de 
scribed in saidfap'plicationiand ‘is-especially ea: 
signed to ‘ edit thehiinproved control ?lm" de 
scribed and claimed in'the ‘copending‘ applica~ 
tion of'Fred' Waller, Willis Robert DressenPR'ob 
er't R'Swain; and Raymond Wiliam Wengel, Se 
rial No.'536,578, filed May 20‘, 1944,'and assigned 
to the assignee of the'presentlappli'cation. 
>The‘improved'control?lm disclosed in the last 

mentioned‘Waller et all. application Tis'provided 
with parallel light aperture zones across the-?lm 
in eachfram'e in'whichcontrollindicia-are‘ de 
sired. The term “framewis not used here in the 
strict sense in which‘it is used in relation to pic 
ture-?lm but ‘in a'rather‘loose ‘sense to designate 
the length of' ?lm‘which is “halted at various as 
sociated mechanisms'foreach frame of picture 
?lm which is synchronously exposed‘ at each pull 
down cycle; In order to furnishla ready refer 
ence, the present-invention ‘provides for the plac 
ing of a transverse registryv line at a given point 
relative to the'indicia zones by which the ?lm 
may be positioned or adjusted in ‘the-‘projecting 
apparatus. 
Some of‘the indicia may fall above and some 

below the transverse index line for any given 
“frame” on the band. 
The indicia in the various‘ transverse zones‘ pro--' 

videifor'di?erent functions or effects. ‘Thus 
there is a zone for ‘azimuth or horizontal lo 
cation of the aim spot ‘relative to some'?xed 
reference line. In the present case the refer 
ence line is‘ a vertical‘median line onthe projec 
tion screen; which ‘might also be- described as 
the median'line of ‘a picture ‘frame if it is re 
membered that instead of a single projector for 
one band or frame a‘ plurality of‘p'rojectors are 
preferably used to project a composite mosaic pic 
ture on a curved concave ‘screen. Azimuth is 
measured to the right and to the left of "the 
center, hence there will betwo‘ horizontal'zones 
for azimuth. 
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There will ‘also be‘a transverse ‘zone allotted 
for elevation or the vertical location bf‘the‘i‘aim 
spot relative to’ some ‘given horizontal-i reference 
line" on the projection screen. In the present 
case the reference line is taken as the 'top’edge 
of the screen, 'again'arnay be "spoken of as 
the top edge of the picture frameif it isremem 
bered‘ that the resultant of the several ‘mosaim 
iorming frames is meant. I 
The azimuth and elevation in'di.cia~are“dealt 

with together inasmuch as they are employed 
conjointly to fix the aim spot. By a conversion 
system they are all referred toia'singleindex 
or base line at or parallel to the edge of thei?lml 
preferably an unmarked‘ base line-‘just within 
the-left line of sprocket'holes as- the ?lm will be 
shown herein. _ ‘ 

In like manner ‘as explained in the ?rst ‘above 
mentioned Waller et al ‘application, there are 
a‘ number of other zones for‘ other functions or 
effects, as for example,‘ a "zone for lag 'or ‘time of 
projectile flight to‘the target, and’ "a'zone‘for 
certain positionatcontrol functions" for‘ auto 
matic gun or spot control, aim correction. or 
trajectory control, such as “up,” “down,” fright,” 
“left,” “zero,” “multiplier,” “register letter,” 
“spare,” and‘ the like. ‘ _ 

The equipment to be‘described herein is in 
tended only to place indicia in the azimuth,_ele 
vation'. and lag zones and to place a horizontal 
registry line on the ?lm; however, a'b‘and will 
be described with all’zones reserved which have 
been mentioned. ‘ 

With this general explanation of the present 
intended ?eld of the invention and with ‘the 
observation that the invention aims to'pi'ovide 
suitable apparatus for photographically altering 
a sensitized control band to place the desired in 
dicia and to provide a convenient ‘method of 
obtaining the desired effects, it will be helpful 
to proceed immediately to the examination of 
one form of apparatus which has been effec 
tively-used for the intended purpose. The ap 
paratus may be designated as an editing ma 
chine or editor. The above-mentioned andeother 
objects of the invention will be apparent from the 
following description of this exemplary embodi 
ment,-reference being made to the accompany 
ing drawings thereof, wherein: ; 

Figure 1 is ‘a face view of a short length of 
control film or band with indicia thereon, formed 
according to the present'i-nvention; ' 
Figure 2 is ‘a faceview of a'short ‘length of 

control ?lm “according to the ?rst Waller et a1. 
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application to show an aim spot and its locating 
coordinates; 

Figure 3 is a face view of a short length of con 
trol film according to the second Waller et a1. 
application with a revised representation of an 
aim spot at the same coordinate location as in 
Figure 2; 
Figure 4 is a view like Figure 2 but showing 

a central aim spot location; 
Figure 5 is a view like Figure 3 of the new loca 

tional representation of the aim spot of Figure 4; 
Figure 6 is a view like Figures 2 and 4 but 

showing still another aim spot location; 
Figure '7 is a view like Figures 3 and 5 of the 

new locational representation of the aim spot of 
Figure 6; 

Figure 8 is a face view of a series of masks 
used to form the azimuth apertures; 
Figure 9 is a face view of a series of masks 

used to form the elevation apertures; 
Figure 10 is a schematic plan view of the edit 

ing apparatus; 
Figure 11 is a partial elevation of the screen 

shown in Figure 10 showing how the target dis 
tance is determined; 

Figure 12 is an enlarged elevation of an aiming 
device or dummy gun shown in Figure 10; 
Figure 13 is a vertical transverse broken sec 

tion through the photographic editing device, the 
section being taken on the line 13-43 of Fig 
ure 15; 

Figure 14 is an axial vertical section taken on 
the line |4-—l4 of Figure 15; 

Figure 15 is a horizontal section taken on the 
line 15-15 of Figure 14; 
Figure 16 is an enlarged partial section taken 

on the line I6-—IB of Figure 15; 
Figure 17 is a horizontal partial section taken 

on the line l1—l1 of Figure 16; 
Figure 18 is an enlarged section of a part of 

the apparatus shown in Figure 13, the viewing 
position being reversed to look from back to 
front instead of from front to back as in Fig 
ure 13; and 

Figure 19 is an enlarged vertical section taken 
on the line Ill-I9 of Figure 18. 
The product will be described ?rst to show 

what the method and apparatus are intended to 
achieve. In Figure 1 a short length of control 
band 30 is shown with spaces set apart to in 
dicate zones reserved for various indicia. The 
lines of separation between zones and the zone 
legends do not appear on the actual ?lm but are 
used here for pictorial aid. The ?lm moves 
downward in service as indicated by the arrow 
at the bottom, and the left edge 3| is accu 
rately guided at the ?lm gate,>both in the editing 
apparatus during preparation and in the trainer 
during projection. The line 32 parallel to the 
left edge just inside the line of sprocket holes 
33 is the important vertical index or base line 
which has already been referred to. The re 
served transverse zones all lie between the verti 
cal base line 32 and a boundary line 34 just in 
side the opposite line of sprocket holes. The 
lines 32 and 34 do not appear on the actual ?lm. 
The horizontal index or registry lines 31 do 

appear on the control ?lm. They are placed 
there by the editing apparatus in a manner to 
be described. The space between alternate lines 
roughly constitutes one frame in the present 
scheme but other lengths may constitute a frame. 
As will be explained, the reason for having prac 
tically a double-length frame in the present case 
is that the physical space requirements of de~ 
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4 
pendable apparatus make a long frame space and 
substantial interspacing desirable and since it 
may be desired to follow two different targets 
at the same time on the same control band, the 
indicia for one may be in part interspersed with 
those of the other. The length of gate frames 
for the targets is shown in Figure 1. These hori 
zontal index lines need not be photographed on 
the control band at every unit of length but 
only at places where they are desired and that 
is usually where the target is to be' followed, 
whether or not any aim indicia thereof appear 
in the reserved areas. 
For one target, designated as target No. 1, 

there is a zone 40 for time of ?ight, a zone M 
for azimuth right, a zone 42 for elevation, a zone 
43 for azimuth left, and a zone 44 for trajectory 
control. The last zone 44 is shown as compris 
ing the sub-zones 44a for spare or reserve, 44b 
for up, 440 for down, 44d for right, Me for left, 
44]‘ for zero or cancel and return to zero, 44g for 
multiplier or repeat of any of the other opera 
tions under trajectory control, and 44h for a 
register letter or number to designate the target, 
frame or attack being depicted. The time of 
flight zone employs one photocell in projection; 
the three zones azimuth right, elevation, and 
azimuth left, together employ one photocell; and 
the trajectory control zone employs one photo 
cell for each sub-zone or separate function. 
The same control band is here used for fol 

lowing two targets and the indicia zones for 
the second target, No. 2, are designated by the 
same reference numerals as the first but with a 
prime (') added. The gate frame lengths for 
the two targets overlap each other in order to 
space apart the zones for each target and pro 
vide more length for the physical apparatus 
needed for projection. Different gate and pro 
jection mechanism may be used for each target 
so this arrangement presents few objections and 
a number of advantages. Or the same projec 
tion mechanism, acting alternately for the two 
targets, may be used. 
By analogous arrangement more than two tar 

gets may be provided for if desired. Using sepa 
rate projection machines operating with differ» 
ent prints of this control band or stopping at 
different longitudinally displaced positions for 
different targets, the pull-down length when the 
two-target ?lm illustrated is used will be that 
indicated on the left margin brackets in Figure 
1 as “gate frame Target No. 1 (or No. 2).” 
In Figures 2 to '7 short lengths of actual ?lm 

(for one target only) are shown, Figures 2, 4 
and 6 being the former type ?lm where loca 
tional coordinates serve as actual representation 
of a single aim spot aperture, and Figures 3, 5 
and 7 being the new type ?lm where the loca 
tional coordinates are all referred to a single 
vertical base line and laid out in parallel hori 
zontal transverse zones as shown in Figure 1. 
Only the aim spot locational apertures are repre 
sented, the aperture for time of ?ight Or lag and 
the various apertures for trajectory control 44 
being merely openings of any required size and 
shape (and location in the case of lag) necessary 
to pass a beam of light adequate to energize a 
photoelectric cell and hence omitted. 
In Figure 2 the aim spot 50 is shown to the left 

of the center line 5i. Assuming a frame to be 
400 azimuth units wide and 400 elevation units 
long, the spot 5!] is located at 100 units from a 
left base or index line 52, 100‘ units from a top 
index line 53, and 100 units from the center line 
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511.». ~ Its coordinatestmayathew be?‘abbreviated2v as 
Hrtop-Vm. from-the left? and top iindex dines ‘and 
as 'HLudqVmrtrom thevmlddie-and itopalines‘. Iln 
Figures-3; whereatheltwoirhorizontal zones “and 
Jar-for .aaimuth-are-2200v units- lnslengthr andf'the 
zone ‘3: for elevation-,iswiuowunits :inilength ‘and 
measured ‘from the 'common:'verticalwindexsline 
32 at the left, the same spot, shown at 50. ‘in 
Figure '2, is,’ ‘represented’ - by the sapcrture ",1 50a in 

apertureoi?b. in‘ ‘the ‘ ~‘.‘elevation-’l’~: zone .42.- : =The 
spot beingnlocated :to the {left ‘of the center aline: in 
Figure. 2; there is noraperture in-~the.=$'.azimuth 
right’! :zone‘ H of: Figure 3;» Jfhewaperturescl'alla 
and. 50b _ are each- ‘formed in two'rparts for.~v clarity 
oi rde?nitionv and other ereasonsviwhich-v-are ex 
plained .in ‘the ?rst "Waller et = 81;“ application and 
whichv will be explained'together-with additional 
reasonsv iherein. 

V200- iswrepresented. Itafalls‘on the-centemline 
so may be designated as HLO, HRepVzoo. -, IirFig 
ure- 5 it .issjointlysrepresented ‘by the“ apertures 
55a in the .‘?azimuth right” ozone; M, 1-“55b5 .in‘ the 
“elevation?! zone"; and 550 ‘int-the'i‘azimuthleft’i 
zonel43. .The~apertures~55a andJSSc'eare ilralf 
size and near. the ‘letter zero‘indexlline,» :this being 
therepresentation of‘ zero in .thewpresent‘system. 

-In'. Figures 8v and»7~.»a1third:-aim spottoxis de 
picted.-. Its. location iswIrIaoowVsoo OT'J'HRIOOQPNSOQ 
and in Figure-.7 it ?st-represented, jointly vbysthe 
aperture 50a :innthe f‘azimuth rightf’ezone- “and 
60b in thef‘elevationlkzone 42. 
In forming the apertures 'photographi'cally by 

the apparatus to betdescribed :there ,is, provision 
for making some. apertures .larg-er rthan‘xothers. to 
providemorewlatitude of-iaim asfthe target gets 
nearer and. intersectsq'a.“.tviderv cone of fire. This 
is ‘indicated by the-masks-ushown.,in1Figm-es- 8 
and‘. 9 for, formingthe eaperturest ‘:Figure‘ Styrene 
resents_ .the . azimuth 'apertures,-.~either =r1l'ight" or 
left of center, and Figure 9 represents theP‘corre 
sponding elevations apertures‘. ' Say >-" there‘ :are 
twelve masks, eleven. withaperturesandeone-with 
an obscuring plate, the e?rst HI lor=~>vlawill~ be 
that ’ for greatest ,accuracyrwhen 'thewtarget 'is» at 
the‘limit of the-?ring range andpwlillbe approxi 
mately- the same size otaperture as-that in the 
slide mask of theprojection apparatuson trainer. 
The .others' H2. to HIV-l‘; V2 ‘to -V I IV have-apertures 
of increasing size until H8, V8 isreachedtr *Here 
the two‘ aperture ‘elements. merge into oneiwhich 
represents .the..maxi.rnum..latitude of; aim; and 
H9]. V9 and HID, .vl?eandiHll, Vt! .aretmerely 
rectangles,‘ preferably. of.~;increasing=v lengths 
Moreover, the '. "elevation” saperturesn ‘no . .loriger 
rieedlto be inclined tocompensate ion?lmshrink 
age ,(se'e thesecond-mentioned Waller etal. ap 
plication) , hence aremadewith vertical. sides like 
the-.“azimuthi’ apertures. »‘,,1 

‘Having. notedthé e?ects :to :beTobtained, :the 
apparatus. and .method forv obtainingz-the desired 
results may be described: ".Figure'r 10~showscthe 
editing apparatus as ‘a? whole“ #Most -oi~the~ re 
maining?gures are directed totheaperture tomb~ 
ing. device orcamera. 

A..projector~_65 directs. target imagesaf'rorm pic 
ture. .?lm .upon. a, screen 'IOnly ioneaprojector 
is...shown»but in practice a ‘plurality; :?ve'rcom 
monl-y, areused; There will be-thersame numben 
and. arrangement as inethe: gunnery trainer and 
both will be. the same asthe number: andarrange~ 
mentor cameras which photographed thertarget. 
The screen-.is...preferably sphericalrswith thereon- 
cave. side -.toward the-projector. s?‘herproiector 
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is'cperated bynawmotorlM'l whichiwillz-seitherorun 
thez?hn-icomtinuously or 'exposaitltramebytrame 
assar series of: :stills; exchangeable-upon (‘that super 
visor’s .rdemands. r‘ail‘he supervisorHoperatesctrom 
a! control‘: panel. 6.6‘, only.‘ ai'tfew ‘ of; the” details of 
whichwneed. betshown. 
ril‘heiimage is followed by a' pointer-B1 .whichhas 
the*samepositiontrelative to thescreenrand focal 
axis as<1=ther corresponding dummyrgu‘n int-the 
trainer. w'l‘hereawill be asamanyrpointers asthere 
are-dummy»igunsnandrbecause of theirvidentical 
corresponding arrangement» they r 1 automatically 
take care-of parallax, i; entire-lateral displacement 
ofqthe'gunner’ls. sightffromcthe focal'axis. :Only 
(met-pointersis-shown. :E'The pointerl'is connected 
bycables 68, ‘6,9,“Zl01and‘ ‘H .to a'number of slides 
I}, “and 14*WhlGh4?X the'aim‘spot, ‘fthefvcables 
lid-and: ?9ractuatingnone slide-:operator and the 
cables (Tl-Band’ \‘H‘ ‘ actuating-another 'slid-epperator. 
The .slides. 12;» 7-3: and 14‘ fare , ‘th€;'B18VatiOn" and 
azimuth’v right @ andlazirnuth -1eft.---locators respec 
tively. “ ImEigure- l?cthe .two-azimuthwslides 13, 
‘M.- areiplaced: 1 one below» thezcther sosthamonly 
one appears. 
~Anh3J-Id operator-,orrdial 16 throughrarpair'of 

cable's. Tl; e1 atactuatestalag ortime .Oi?ig'ht slide 
19. 
,All "of. these slideseare ~ associated witha camera 

or. .editor- 80. which]. forms \theenecessaryscontrol 
apertures or indicia .inm-the:rsensitizedscontrol 
band. 
The projector 65 and the editort?carerd-riven 

by. motors -Ml-.: (already-referred‘rto)z and;=M2 
respectively whichiare‘connected througlm'a di?er 
entialgear 8|. .-The ‘projectoriisi-providedawitli a 
counter. .82. the editor .with a counter 83 ; rand-the 
di?’erentialtwith a counter- 84; allcounterspreier 
ably » being --~located< ’ at - the: supervisor's '1 control 
panel 661-.»7Normally the projectorzandeditor run 
in. synchronismnand their ‘counters- registervthe 
samenumber .ofrpicture .and' control: frames“ from 
thestart ottheJ?lms; ‘but theyrmay beeoperated 
tozthrow .them . out .of ‘phase by any.' desired anum 
ber . 0L frames. ‘and: ‘the . differential; counter indi 

~ cates thenumber-of tramesrotthisdisplacerrlent, 
plus or minus. When the :differentialecounter 
reads zero. the. camera-»-and ‘editor'areaabreast 
again, .The'zdisplacement is ‘provided tolztake 
account‘ of time ofwflight orelagiwherebyw-hen 
the. picture-and-.controlbands are run abreast in 
the-trainer-there will be an. immediate hitrindi 
cation if the gunneryhas led the targetsu?lciently. 
Figure 12‘shows how- the pointer is‘ mounted 

to operate the pairs of cables B8Iarid' 69 for ele 
vation and “and ‘H for azimuth? :Thearrange 
mentristslmilar to~that of- therdummmgun, cafI'he 
polntertlin the: form of ar:telescope withlver 
tical and horizontal crosshairs, :is mounted on- a 
horizontal-"shaft on axis 8:‘! -' and ‘the. cables 68 ~ and 
69 for elevationaamsecured-to .a sector orifpulley 
88% fast on :the shaft; The’ shaft 81 is?‘ mounted 
on; asheadr89 which‘ is'secured’ to a tubular vertical 
shaft snvwturnablyimounted in?‘ a‘tubular pedestal 
3|.W'ThG?OWBl-‘b?d‘bf theshaft 80 carries a' sector 

* orfjpulley Site which the"'cab1es"70 arid‘ H; for 
azimuth are.‘attached;‘lhThe-lcables 68 and 59 
are'disposedcsubstantially‘at the axis of the ver 
tical shaft 9,0,:hence are practically u‘na?’ec't'ed by 
the turning of this shaft. 
S‘Referring toiFlgure 11, when: the imaged a 
target :T; such as an airplane, is'projected o'h'the 
screenPJS bya' given frame ‘of ‘the picture-‘?lmits 
best:~-"observed "dimension is measured, ‘ as by 
calipers 93. Angularity is taken lnto'-aecount=and 
thel’distance iof‘lthe' target'computed by‘ reference 
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to known dimensions of the particular airplane 
shown. Speed of travel of the target can be deter 
mined by its travel over a given number of frames 
of ?lm, the speed of the picture camera being 
known. Of these and other data, such as pro 
jectile ?ight characteristics, gravity, windage, 
etc., there is made a log, frame by frame, for 
every sequence where a target is within ?ring 
range. Having this log of pertinent data the 
control ?lm may be edited, frame by frame, 
as the picture ?lm is re-run and the target is 
followed by the pointer. 
At'the left of Figure 13 there is shown the 

mechanism at the editor which is actuated by the 
cables 68, 69, 10, 1I when the pointer is oper 
ated. It comprises levers 95 and 96 mounted on 
a shaft 91 carried by a bracket 98 secured to 
the side of the editor. Since the front lever 
tends to hide the parts behind it, reference should 
also be made to Figure 15 which shows these parts 
in plan. The lower ends of the levers 95 and 96 
are formed as sectors to which the pairs of cables 
68 and 69 and 10 and H are respectively attached. 
To the front lever 95, which is for azimuth, 

there are attached on opposite sides of the pivot 
shaft 91 two connecting rods 99 and I00 which 
are pivoted to azimuth slides MI and I02. The 
slides therefore move simultaneously but in oppo 
site directions. The upper‘ IOI, as used, repre 
sents distance to the right of the center line; 
and the lower I62 represents distance to the left 
of the center line. 
To the second lever 96, which is for elevation, 

.on one side of the pivot shaft 91 there is attached 
a connecting rod I05, which at its other end is 
pivoted to an elevation slide I06. The parts from 
the pointer to the slides are so proportioned that 
the elevation slide I06 has a length of movement 
only half as great as that of the azimuth slides. 
This provides for one azmuth slide aperture to 
traverse theiwidth of the ?lm while the other is 
off the film’ to the left and vice versa, each azi 
muth slide thus having a total range of movement 
twice as wide as the horizontal zone on the con 
trol band while the elevation slide traverses only 
the width of the ?lm. 
To the sector at the lower end of a third lever 

I08 the pair of cables 11 and 18 for lag or time‘ 
of ?ight are attached. To the upper end of the 
lever I08 there is attached a connecting rod I09 
which at its inner end is pivoted to av time 
of-flight slide I III. This slide has the same range 
of movementas the elevation slide and traverses 
only the width of the ?lm. 
The slides IIlI, I02, I06 and III] enter a hous-v 

ing or cabinet II2 of the editor or camera 90,'as‘ 
shown in Figure 13. Inside the housing (see 
Figure 14) the slides IOI, I02, I06 and'I I0 carry 
lenses H5, H6, H1 and IIS which traverse the 
space behind the sensitized control band 36 which 
moves down in gate mechanism I2I as required 
by the claw type intermittent pull-down mecha 
nism I22. A'rotary shutter I23 carried on‘ a 
shaft I24 is synchronized with the pull-down 
mechanism. At a ?xed location adjacent the 
?lm position at the gate mechanism there is 
mounted a lens I25 in the line of a light tube 
I26 provided with a slit for forming the hori 
zontal index line 31 (Figure 1).‘ ' 
The lens H8 is not mounted directly on the 

slide H0 but at the lower end of a light tube I21 
which is carried by the slide I I0 and upon rollersv 
I26 operating upon a track I29 which is parallel 
to the slide tracks I30. I 

Thevlenses H5, H6 and II‘! for the HR 'slide 
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IN, the HL slide I02, and the V’slide I06, respec-4 
tively, are placed at the front end of light tubes 
I33, I34 and I35, respectively, which are secured 
to the slides. These tubes enlarge in both di 
rections horizontally and in both directions verti 
cally and at their enlarged rear ends are con-_ 
nected to slide frames I36, I31 and I38, respec 
tively, . ' , 

In addition to their support on the slides at 
the front end through the light tubes, the slide 
frames at their rear ends are provided with rollers 
I39, I40 and MI which ride on tracks I42, I43 and 
I44, respectively. The slide frames, including 
their light tubes are rather long and might cause 
the slides to bind, so the rear ends are geared to_ 
be driven evenly with the slides._ For this pur 
pose the slide frames at their rear ends are pro-y 
vided with racks I41, I48 and I49, respectively. 
Through shafts I5I, I52 and I53 ‘provided with 
pinions on both ends, the racks I41, I48 and I49. 
are driven from rack gears provided on the‘slides 
IOI,I02andI06. v 

As best shown in Figure 15, each light tube I33, 
I34 and I35 is closed tightly at the rear end ex 
cept for a center opening I55 behind which (Fig 
ures 16 and 17) is located a lamp chamber I56 
carrying a lamp I51. Flexible leads I58_con 
nected to the lamps are long enough to permit 
the necessary sliding movements of the slide 
frames on which the lamps are mounted to pre 
vent fouling or breakage of the leads. 
On each slide frame I36,,I31 and I38 there is 

mounted a turnable annular multi-facet mask 
band I60. It may be mounted on a disk IISIv pro-_ 
vided with a hub I62 which is rotatable on a ver 
tical shaft I63 mounted on a slide frame. As, 
shown, the mask band carries twelve masks pro-, 
vided with apertures of varying sizes to take ac 
count of varying target distances, all as explained 
above in‘ connection with the light apertures 
formed in the control band by the masks (Figures 
8 and 9). 
Inasmuch as‘ the three apertures HR, IjIL and 

V together de?ne a single, aim spot, the three 
mask bands must rotate together to represent 
any predetermined target distance; but inas 
much as the frames on which the mask bands 
are mounted slide separately in different rela 
tionships, there must be separate means for ro_-. 
tating each mask band in any traversed position 
which it may assume. Such means, as shown in 
Figures 15, comprises a toothed pinion I65 ?xed 
on a shaft I66 rotatably mounted in a bearing I61. 
carried by a slide frame. The teeth of the pinion 
operate in an annular row of holes I68 formed 
in an annular element secured to the mask band. 
The outer end of a shaft I66, is slidably splined 
in a drive pinion I69. The several drive pinions 
I69 for the three vslide frames Operate between, 
?xed guides and are driven by three pinions fast 
on‘ a vertical shaft I 10 which through suitable re 
duction gearing is driven by a motor M4 mounted, 
on top of the housing I'I2, 
The'motor is started manually and is stopped. 

by an automatic control with the mask bands in, 
approximately accurate positions and the mask 
is then accurately positioned by a spring pressed 
roller detent I13 (Figure 15) which cooperates 
with notches I14'formed inthe edge of a mem 
ber carried by the mask band. Dropping of the} 
detent after the automatic control has selected 
the desired‘ mask operates a switch _ I15 to stop, 
the motor. The motor stops afterv all three 
switc'hes I15 have been operated and after the 
required number of mask facets has been turned. 
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The desired'm‘askof the multi-facet-band- 4601 
may be selected- ‘from the- supervisor's \ control 
panel 66 ‘ through. a sp1it~disk=icommutat0r I 80‘ 
(Figure. 14) mounted‘cn'ashaftr-IBI whichiis 
geared to the motorwMl and the drive-ci- the ro-I 
tary-mask bands I60. " In Figure 14 an-i-ndi'cator 
disk I82 is shown ‘on the externalend ofitheishavft 
I8 I, this disk in conjunction \ with ‘a ?xed ref er 
ence mark furnishing an indication as to which 
mask-is in operating position on the focalwaxis.‘ 
The‘ supervisor is~able to check the-selection-by 
indicators on the supervisors panel. vThe come» 
mutator-operates over-contact studs ~HVL-I ‘to 
HV-'-I2 arranged in- an arcuate double row "IS-2.1 
When any selected one of the contacts HVLI» to 
HV--i 2 is energized; as by pressing'a correspond“-v 
ing lock-down button on the supervisor’s panel; 
the split-disk commutator turns until the gap I83 
is located over the energized-contact; whereupon 
the-current to the motor- is-disco'n-tinued and they 
band-‘I50 is-halted with ithe- desired mask‘ in the 
focal axis; Reversing contacts 184;‘ 'I85iprevent 
the passage of the gapoff the ends of the rows 
of contacts. , 

Theoperation-iof the apparatus begins with‘ the 
projection ‘of a target image-on t-heIscreenS. ‘As 
stated, therelmay be a plurality of‘ projectors 65‘, 
thoughfor simplicity only one'isshown. I When 
thepictureis shown by azbankiof' projectors the 
bands are all synchronized and .thepictures shown 
as they'were photographed. The photographer 
willoliave ‘obtained various; essential data on the 
target,.the gunintended: to bemused; andithe ?ring‘ 
conditions.;, In the-:editingcroomi Ion thez?rstl'run 
after the. ?lms have =.been= :put in good: condition,‘ 
it isdesired thattheizdistancerof the :target-from 
the ~.gunner.rbe obtained-for eachaframe ‘in.- which 
the target is, withinishootingu'ange. . For thisipurs 
posezt'he ?lm is projected frame by .frame .and an. 
operator measures the target, as .with theacalipers: 
of-Eigure 11. He comparesthe truezdistance from 
known: sizes . andv zobserved'rangularityxandr adds 
this to the .other data to bev usedinfpreparing-the 
control ?lm. ~ 

When all data; ‘are zcollectedthez supervisor 
furnished with 8.110%‘ for each framegof. therfilm; 
The editing devicesa80, ‘,of, .whiclrsthereamayzb'e 
several; one .for eachsdummy .gun to be usedon 
the I. trainer; 1 are loaded l'WithI sensitized: control 
filmand brought-to aisyvnchronizedzero position. ' 
along vwith. the picture band .or bands..-;:.The 
counters 82, 83, 84 on-the supervisor’s control panel. 
may read. 0,. 0,10. The; entire apparatus is housed 
in a,_,dark room; .andJftheaeditors haveztmbe 
opened the pictureproiectorsarecut.off.:.: . 

The. pictures. during editing, are {projected :one 
frame at atime and the control bands-exposed 
to lighthbeams. .thrcughthe . slide lenses. I I 5,: Ill 6; 
I I'LL I [8 and I25 (Figure 14). The proiectormotor 
may be used .to place .the ..picture and control 
bands as much. .out of . phase as. time .ofaprojectile 
flight from gunto target may demand,..or..to.bring 
them JoackWinto .phase. ; Both. of the <.?l-m.drive 
motors MI andM2 areofltheinching type .which 
can heo'perated to. 'moveone» frame ateach energi 
zation. They may also be runat. constant speed 
when. that . is necessary, ., The; counters show 
whether the ?lm.‘ bands areabreast “or. have-.the 
correct displacement. .. 
Having the proper control‘ band frames in the 

exposurepposition,‘ the supervisor operatesthe 
mask‘selector motor M4 to'bring ‘the ‘desired mask 
into the focal‘ axis. v‘This is dOn€,.!aS stated, by 
pushing‘a button“ corresponding to target dis 
tance, '\ II-IVJ-IV I to HVL-I 2, whereupon /the ~ ‘split; 
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10 
diskiicommutator I 80‘brings around the desired 
masks. The ‘turning bands I60 for the two hori 
zontaivzo‘nes-and- the one vertical zone are turned 
together. 

' Nextthe ‘pointer (or pointers) B1 are trained 
upon-the target on the screen S, which‘ brings 
the-slides IIlI, I96, I02 ('the‘aim slides) into proper 
position, and along with them brings the mask 
slide‘frames136, I31,‘ I38 ~and their selected masks 
into-v proper position. 

Thei'time-of ?ight slide I I0, with its frame I21, 
is movedi-nto- proper position by turning the se 
lector I6 as required by the computed time of 
flight: ‘Incidentally, while the'selector is shown 
apart‘fOrschema-tic representation it, like the 
other'ccntr-olsymay be mounted on the super 
visor’s‘ control panelw 

wine-9.11 exposure lights in the editor turned 
on, -'fcr~'aim1, time ‘of ?ight, and for the horizontal 
registry line (also for the trajectory control when 
providedj- thoughri-t is not-present here andmay 

be embodied in otherequipment for re-exposure) the camera *motor is operated to operate the 

shutter1I=231andeXpose the ?lm frame portions 
which- fall ‘in the'lighted zones. 
mechanicaldn'terlocks are provided‘to prevent 
operation of theshutter if the masks and com-; 
mutatonare notstopped-accurately in proper 
position. The 'detent switch- I15 forms ‘part-of 
this“ interlock, ‘ 

At this'ti-me or later "the'motors MI and M2 
are~operated-to move the pictureand control 
bands forward' by one frame. Similarly by ad-‘ 
just-i-ngithe'control ?l‘rn' the indicia for a second‘ 
target may-‘be placed on the control‘ band'by a’ 
second‘vexposure‘lto reach the unexposed‘ areas, 
as note-'Figure~1.~~' 

It is‘thus seen-‘that the invention provides very 
convenient-apparatus for photographically pre 
paring or “editing” control»v band of the specified’ 
type.» "-Howevem-the principles of the invention in" 
one aspect or another may ‘have other-uses. - 
While‘bne embodiment-‘of the. invention has 

been'iliustrated and-describedby way of example,‘ 
it~~is~to>be understood that there maybe various 
embodimentsw-ithin the limits of the prior 'art 
and the-'scope'of‘ the subjoined claims. 

We‘ ‘claim- as our invention: 
1.‘ In gunnery‘trai-ning apparatus; in combina'i 

tion,=~'a projector-‘forthrowing a" target image‘ 
from'ia-?picture-frame on a screen; a pointer in 
the naturerof‘la' dummy gun tobedirected toward 
said target, 'an editing device for placing ‘aim 
mania on a control framesaid editing'devicerin 
cluding?an exposure slide movable transversely 
across said control frame in responseltohorizone 
tal movements 'ofwsaid pointer for indicating aim" 
azimuth, a'ndza second slide‘ movable transversely 
acrossusaidvcontrol frame in response to‘ vertical 
movements", of ‘ said I pointer Ifor indicating . aim 
elevations.- 1 

2. In gunnery trainingapparatus, in combina; 
tion, a. projector for throwinga targetzsim'age 
from a picture frame on a screen, a pointer in 
the ‘nature-of a "dummy gun- to be directed to 
wardesaid'ltargeti an editing device'for placing 
aim indicia-on a control frame,»'said ed-itingde 
vice:~inc1uding'-two‘ connected reversely moving 
exposure'slides{movable- transversely across said . 
control. ‘frame in- response ‘to horizontal-move» 
ments ofsaid- pointer for indicating aim' azimuth, 
and‘ -a " third ‘slide = movable transversely across 
said control frame in response toavertical move 
mentsor said pointer for indicating aim- eleva 
tion:~ : 

Electrical and 
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3. In gunnery training apparatus, in combina- 
tion, a projector for throwing a target image 
from a picture frame on a screen, a pointer in 
the nature of a dummy gun to be directed toward 
said target, an editing device for placing aim in 
dicia on a control frame, said editing device in~ 
cluding two connected reversely moving exposure 
slides movable transversely across said control 
frame in response to horizontal movements of 
said pointer for indicating aim azimuth, and a 
third slide movable transversely across said con 
trol frame in response to vertical movements of 
said pointer for indicating aim elevation, said 
azimuth slides indicating from an edge index 
line on the control frame azimuth distances from 
each side of a vertical line on the screen, and 
said elevation slide indicating from the same edge 
index line on the control frame elevation dis 
tances down from a top horizontal line on the 
screen. 

4. In gunnery training apparatus, in combina 
tion, a sensitized control frame on which indicia 
are to be placed, an aperture slide movable across 
saidv frame, .a light supply means mounted to 
move with said slide, and a plurality of masks 
of different light transmission value mounted 
to move with said light supply means and slide 
and selectively positionable relative to said light 
supply means for selectively producing indicia 
of different light transmission value on the frame 
in any traversed position of the slides. 

5. In gunnery training apparatus, in combina 
tion, a sensitized control frame on which indicia 
are to be placed, an aperture slide movable across 
said frame, a light supply means mounted to move 
with said slide, means mounted to move with said 
slide and carrying a plurality of masks of different 
light transmitting values for selective disposal 
relative to said frame and said light source means, 
and means for selectively positioning said masks 
in any traversed position of said slide, light source 
means, and mask carrying means. 

6. In gunnery training apparatus, in combina 
tion, a sensitized control frame on which indicia 
are torbe placed, a plurality of aperture slides 
movable across said frame, a lamp mounted on 
each of a plurality of slides, a rotatable mask 
carrier having a plurality of different indicia 
masks of _ different light transmittingv values 
mounted on said slides, and means for moving 
all of said mask carriers together for selectively 
positioning different masks in any position of 
the slides. 

7. In gunnery training apparatus, in combina 
tion, a sensitized control frame on which indicia 
are to be placed, a plurality of aperture slides 
separately movable across said frame, a lamp 
mounted on each slide, a rotatable carrier 
mounted on each of a plurality of slides and hav 
ing a plurality of masks with apertures of differ 
ent size, and means for rotating said carriers in 
any position of a slide for selectively positioning 
different masks in association with a lamp and 
the frame. 

8. In gunnery training apparatus, in combina 
tion, a sensitized control band, means for moving 
said band frame by frame to an exposure position, 
and means for placing indicia at selective trans 

_ verse locations in a plurality of parallel transverse 
zones on a frame of said band, said indicia placing 
means comprising a plurality of parallel slides 
each carrying a lamp and an indicia-forming 
aperture mask. I 

9. In gunnery training apparatus, in combina 
tion, a sensitized control band, means for moving 
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12 
said band frame by frame to an exposure position, 
and means for placingindicia at selective trans-v 
verse locations in a plurality of parallel transverse’ 
zones on a frame of said band, said indicia placing 
means comprising a I plurality of parallel slides 
each carrying a lamp and a plurality of selective 
indicia-forming aperture masks. 

10. In gunnery training apparatus, in combina-‘ 
tion, a sensitized control band,‘ means for moving 
said band frame by frame to an exposure position, 
means including transversely movable slides and 
light means for photographically placing indicia 
apertures at selective transverse locations in a 
plurality of parallel transverse zones on a frame 
of said band, and means for placing a transverse 
registration aperture line across said band parallel 
to said zones. - 

11. In gunnery training apparatus, in combina 
tion, a sensitized control band, means for moving 
said band frame by frame to an exposure position, 
means including transversely movable slides and 
light means for placing indicia at selective trans 
verse locations in a plurality of spaced parallel 
transverse zones on a frame of said band, means 
for placing a transversely registration aperture 
line across said band parallel to said zones, and 
means for placing other indicia at a selective 
transverse location in a parallel transverse zone. 

12. In gunnery training apparatus, in combina 
tion, an exposure opening, an exposure slide mov 
able across said opening, a plurality of aperture 
masks of different light transmitting values car 
ried on said slide, means for moving said slide 
across said aperture, means for moving a selected 
one of said masks into operative position on 
said slide, and means for directing a light beam 
of different size and different position in said 
aperture, in accordance with the mask which is 
in the projecting position and the transverse po 
sition of the slide. 

.13. In gunnery training apparatus, in'combina 
tion, an exposure opening, an exposure slide mov 
able across said opening, a plurality of aperture 
masks of different light transmitting values car 
ried on ‘said slide, means for moving said slide 
across said aperture, means for moving a selected 
one of said masks into operative position on 
said slide, and means for directing a light beam 
of different size and different position in said 
aperture in accordance with the mask which is 
in the projecting position and the transverse po 
sition of the slide, said mask moving means in 
cluding actuating means at a ?xed location and 
connections from the ?xed actuating means to 
mask moving means on said slide. 

14. In gunnery training apparatus, in combi 
nation, camera mechanism‘for moving and ex 
posing a sensitized control band frame by frame, 
a plurality of aim registry devices“ movable 
across a frame of the control band, a mask car 
rier movably mounted on each movable aim reg 
istry device, means including a remote actuator 
for moving each of said aim registry devices a 
selected distance across said frame, and means 
including a remote selector for moving all of said 
mask carriers together to place a selected set of 
masks into operative position on said devices. , 

15. In gunnery training apparatus, in combi 
nation, camera mechanism for moving and ex 
posing a sensitized control band frame by frame, 
a plurality of aim registry aperture slides mova 
ble across the frame exposure opening, a rotary 
aperture mask carrier mounted on each slide, 
means for ‘moving said slides separately, and 
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means for moving said mask carriers together in 
any position of the carriers. 

16. In gunnery training apparatus, in combi 
nation, a projector for throwing a target image 
from a picture frame on a screen, a pointer in 
the nature of a dummy gun to be directed to 
ward said target and movable in elevation and 
train, a control frame, a plurality of apertured 
slides mounted for movement transversely in 
parallelism across said frame, and connecting 
means between said pointer and said slides for 
moving one of said slides transversely when the 
pointer moves in elevation and for moving an 
other one of said slides transversely when the 
pointer moves in train. 

17. In gunnery training apparatus, in combi 
nation, a projector for throwing a target image 
from a picture frame on a screen, a pointer 
mounted before the screen and movable in ele 
vation and train to aim for an image on said , 
screen, a control frame provided with three ad 
jacent parallel transverse zones for indicia aper 
tures of elevation and train, an apertured slide 
movable transversely across said zones, one for 
elevation and two for train, the slides for train 
being connected together for reverse movement 
and having apertures which are both aligned 
with a marginal index line of the control band 
when the slides for train are in central posi 
tion, and connecting means between the pointer 
and slides for moving the elevation slide when 
the pointer moves in elevation and for moving 
said train slides in opposite directions when the 
pointer moves in train, the one train slide aper 
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ture moving across its zone on the control frame 
when the pointer moves in one direction from a 
central position, and the other train slide aper 
ture moving across its zone on the control frame 
when the pointer moves in the other direction 
from a central position. 

FRED WALLER. 
WILLIS ROBERT DRESSER. 
ROBERT R. SWAIN. 
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